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Purpose
This is an informational guide for Out Of The Park Baseball league owner/managers who are playing in leagues that
do not require them to own the game, specifically Solonor's Groovy Computer Baseball League (SGCBL).  This
guide contains useful information and advice to successfully manage your team.  (It is assumed that you know
reality baseball.) 

Sources
The information contained herein has been gleaned from the following sources:

• OOTP Version 5 and 6 Manuals

• OOTP Message Forums at http://www.ootpdevelopments.com/ ; 
specifically the “OOTP 6 Comments & Feedback” board.

• SGCBL Forum at http://www.solonor.com/baseball/forum/

• Limited experience with the game.

Disclaimer
Being for the most part obtained from unofficial sources, some of the following information could be actually be
misinformation.  Caveat Emptor!

Terminology
• OOTP Pages - Out Of The Park Baseball-created web pages.
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[A] Player Ratings
Every player’s skills are quantified via player ratings. These are numeric values on a scale that is chosen by
the league. For example, in our league ratings are on a scale of “1 thru 10” (5/6 is average). The higher the
number, the better. (In some unusual cases this range may actual extend to include zero or numbers higher
than 10.)

The following sub-sections concern the various types of Player Ratings.  (The first three ratings are
identified by color arrows in the following pictures.)

1. Star Ratings
2. Talent Ratings
3. Overall Ratings
4. Statistics (Stats)
5. Hitting Ratings
6. Pitching Ratings
7. Fielding Ratings
8. Character Attributes

Important Consideration: 

The game color codes the ratings to give a more obvious visual aspect as to how good or bad a
player's rating are:

Ratings Color Explanation
9, 10 Blue Brilliant: Great!

6, 7, 8 Green Good: Above average.

4, 5 Yellow Average

2, 3 Orange Fair: Below average.

1 Red Poor: Lousy!

Keep this scale in mind as you examine your team and look for ways to improve it.  Ideally, you want every
player on your Active Roster to have 6 or above ratings.  (It ain't gonna happen, but that's what you should
strive for.)
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Prospect (Blue Star) Hitter:

Veteran (Gold Star) Pitcher:
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1.Star Ratings (1.0 thru 5.0) 
[Blue Arrows in graphics above.]

The Star Rating is an all-inclusive “one stat” rating of the player.  It is the  quick way of judging a player's
general quality.

Be aware, however, there are actually two types of Star Ratings: 
• Blue Star   (Prospect)
• Gold Star   (Veteran)

IMPORTANT: Blue Star ratings and Gold Star ratings should not be compared to each other, as they are
completely different ratings:  

Blue = An evaluation of that (prospect) player's potential.
Gold = A comparison of that (veteran) player to the League Average at his position.

Note: The Star color shows only in the game itself; it is neither shown nor mentioned on either the OOTP or
BOSI web pages.  

Blue Star: Identified on the OOTP Player Page by the label “Prospect Rating”. Players aged 23 and
younger have Blue Stars.  The Blue Star rates young, inexperienced players’ potential  (which may or may
not ever be fulfilled).

A ‘5 Blue Star’ player is considered an excellent prospect with a great future ahead of him (but it may not
happen). Conversely, a ‘1 Blue Star’ player is considered to have slim chances of a bright future (but it can
happen!).

Gold Star: Identified on the OOTP Player Page by the label “Overall Rating” (not   to be confused with the  
“Overall Ratings” discussed below!). Players 26 and older have Gold Stars.  The Gold Star rates older,
experienced "veteran" players against all the other players at his (primary) position.  Thus, the Gold Star is a
peer rating, not a potential rating!  (See details in chart below.)  The Gold Star is calculated using the
player's Overall Ratings and his actual perform stats.

A ‘5 Gold Star’ player is considered one of (if not the) best players in the league at his position.  A ‘3 Gold
Star’ player is around the league average.  A ‘1 Gold Star’ player rates among the worst players in the
league at that position.

Note that if there are no outstanding players at a given position, there may be no 4- or 5- rated Gold Star
players for that position!  A ‘3 Gold Star’ player at one position may actually be a better player than a ‘5 Gold
Star’ player at another position, due to having an overabundance of excellent players at his position.

A player’s Gold Star rating can change even if his own personal ratings haven’t changed, due to other
players at his position getting better or worse.  For example, your ‘4 Gold Star’ player may suddenly become
a ‘5 Gold Star’ player if the reigning ‘5 Gold Star’ player suffers a career-ending injury.

Due to comparing a player to his peers instead of his potential, it is normal for a player’s Star Rating to drop
when changing from Blue to Gold.
  

Note that players aged 24 & 25 can be either Blue or Gold Stars.
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Gold Star Percent Description
5.0 +45% and higher above League Average

at that position
4.5 +30% to +45% above League Average

at that position
4.0 +20% to +30% above League Average

at that position
3.5 +10% to +20% above League Average

at that position
3.0 0% to +10% League Average 

at that position
2.5 -15% to 0% below League Average at

that position
2.0 -25% to -15% below League Average at

that position
1.5 -30% to -25% below League Average at

that position
1.0 lower than -30% below League Average at

that position

2.Talent Ratings (1 thru 10) 
[Red Arrows in graphics above.]

The Talent Ratings rate players as to their potential     abilities   at their main skills...

Hitting:
• Contact – potential for hitting the ball (batting average).
• Gap Power - potential for hitting extra base hits (doubles and triples).
• Homerun Power – potential for hitting home runs.
• Eye – potential for knowing which pitches to swing at and which not to. (bases-on-balls.)
• Avoid K's -- potential for avoiding strikeouts.

 
Pitching:

• Stuff – potential for learning a variety of effective pitches. (Strikeouts)
• Control – potential for using the strike zone effectively. (Bases-on-balls.)
• Movement – potential for putting effective movement on the ball. (Home runs.)

Talent Ratings limit how high Overall Ratings can go.
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3. Overall Ratings (1 thru 10) 
[Green Arrows in graphics above.]

These are the current abilities in the same categories listed in “Talent Ratings” above. Note that extreme
values of 0 and 11+ are also possible, but infrequent. Also, each Talent Rating is split into its left-handed
and right-handed components.

Overall Ratings will vary more frequently than Talent Ratings, but rarely if ever going above Talents.

Overall Ratings determine how a player performs during the game...

4. Statistics (Stats)
These are the final results of the player’s game play.

Whether Statistics have an effect on the other ratings is debatable. Most people feel that there is no
correlation, but others believe that the previous year’s Stats affect the player’s Overall Ratings.

(All Statistics are listed in the "Appendix A: Game Statistics" section at the end of this document.)

Summary of the relationships between Ratings Types 2,3, & 4:

Changes in Talent will affect Overall ratings; and changes in Overall ratings will affect both Talent and
Statistics.  But having a great (or poor) Statistical year may or may not affect a player’s Overall or Talent
ratings.

Also remember that the outcome of each play is based on a RANDOMIZATION of the hitter’s Overall
ratings versus the pitcher’s Overall ratings, and if the ball is put into play, the Fielder’s Overall ratings. Thus,
it is possible (but not likely) that a great-rated player can be unlucky and have a bad year, just as it is
possible (but not likely) for a poor-rated player to get lucky and have a great year.

In addition each player has a hidden modifier which determines whether he will live up to his Overall Ratings
or is an under-achiever or an over-achiever.
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5. Hitting Ratings:
• Running Speed: (1-10) How fast a player is.
• Stealing Ability: (1-10) How well a player can steal bases.
• Sacrifice Bunt: (1-5) How well a player can properly perform a sac bunt.
• Bunt for Hit: (1-5) How well a player can bunt for a hit.
• Hitter Type:* (Normal, Spray, Pull) 

• Pull = hits to the near field. 
(Left-handed batters to right field; right-handed batters to left field.)

• Normal = straight-away hitter.
• Spray = hits to the opposite field. 

(Left-handed batters to left field; right-handed batters to right field.)

*Note: “Hitter Type” doesn't appear to affect the game.

6. Pitching Ratings:
Although most pitchers are rated at only one role (starter or reliever), it is possible for a pitcher to be
rated at both.

• Velocity - How fast a pitcher can throw the ball.  Generally, the faster the pitch, the better
chance of striking out the batter.  Conversely, extremely slow pitches can achieve the same
effect by throwing off the batter's timing.  (i.e.- Knuckleballs and screwballs.)  Also, young
pitchers with high velocity ratings who have otherwise poor ratings, have a better chance of
"putting it together" than pitchers with lower velocity.

• Endurance: (1-10) The number of pitches he can throw before tiring.
Endurance Rating (Approximate Number of Pitches before Fatigued)

10 - 130
 9 - 120
 8 - 110
 7 - 100
 6 -  90
 5 -  75
 4 -  65
 3 -  55
 2 -  45
 1 -  35

• Ground ball Pct.: (##) The percent of ground balls (as opposed to fly balls) that this pitcher
causes. Ground balls increase the chances of double plays and reduce the chances of runners
getting extra bases.

• Holding Runners: (1-5) How well the pitcher keeps base runners from getting large leads.

Note: “Pitches” (i.e.- Fastball, curve, slider, etc. have no effect on the game. They are only used in the
play-by-play.)
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7. Fielding Ratings:
Fielders will have ratings for each position at which they are fully-trained.

• Range: (1-10) How much ground a fielder can cover when going after the ball.
• Fielding Pct.: (#.###) A player's rating of fielding success.
• Catcher/Infield/Outfield Arm: (1-10) Rates a player's throwing arm for distance, speed, and

accuracy. Determines how likely an outfielder can throw out a base runner and a catcher can
throw out an attempted base stealer.

As in reality baseball, defense up-the-middle (SS,2B,CF) is more important than on the sides of the
field (3B,RF,LF,1B).  So, ideally, your best fielders will play Shortstop, Second Base, and Center
Field.  Game-wise, it doesn't appear to hurt your team much to have poor fielders at Third Base, Right
Field, Left Field, and First Base.

Relative Importance per Position

Position Fld.Pct. Range Arm
Catcher ** * ***
First Base * * *
Second Base *** *** **
Third Base ** ** ***
Shortstop *** *** ***
Left Field ** ** **
Center Field *** *** **
Right Field ** ** ***

*** Very Important; ** Important; * Not as Important

8. Character Attributes (Intangibles):
• Desire for Winner: Player's desire to play for a winning organization; affects contract

negotiations.
• Team Leader Skills: Ability to "bring out the best" in other players on the team.
• Loyalty: Can have an impact during contract negotiations; high loyalty is more likely to resign.
• Consistency: Does he play consistently, or is he streaky?
• Clutch Performance: Does he do better when the chips are down, or does he choke?
• Injury Rating: Reflects a player's perceived durability.

The values for these attributes are self-explanatory.
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[B] Player Development
Talent and Overall ratings can and will change, for both better and worse, over a player’s career as he
develops in the minors, gains experience in the majors, reaches his peak, and begins his decline as he
ages.

Player Ratings can be negatively affected by:

1. Playing above their level.  (Promoting younger players before they are ready; especially keeping
them at that higher level for too long a period.)

2. Playing below their level.  (Keeping a young player in a lower league can stunt, or even harm, his
development.)

3. Training for a new position.  (Example: A player’s hitting could suffer while he concentrates on
learning a new position.)

4. Injuries. (The longer or more serious an injury, the more they can be affected.)

5. Aging.  (Aging usually begins to affect players in their thirties; an older player can go downhill
quite suddenly and rapidly.  It is rare for a player to continue playing into his 40's. )

6. Random, unexplained occurances.

Keep an eye on the following pages to see how your players are developing:

OOTP Pages: Team Page- Player Development. 
(Note: Overall Rating changes are not shown on the Development Report.)

Your scouts will generally tell you when a prospect is ready for the Majors.  (Note: Veterans are always
ready.)  However, a player with a 5 rating at Contact/Stuff is possibly big league material.  Don't be
surprised if it takes him a few games to get adjusted.

There is a financial reason for not bringing a prospect up late in the season:  Once a prospect reaches the
Majors, his “arbitration clock” beings its three-year countdown.  Essentially, while a player is in this
arbitration period, you get him cheap.  Once he is past this period, he can make larger salary demands.
The problem is that the game determines the beginning of the arbitration period by the YEAR, and not by
the month.  Hence, a prospect reaching the minors in September is considered to have been up all year,
and thus loses almost a full year of his arbitration period.  So, you'll end up paying more for him a year
earlier.  If you are concerned for your future finances, refrain from promoting prospects after the All-Star
break.
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[C] Training at New Positions
• Training is faster at the Single-A and Double-A levels, but can be done even in the Majors.  

• Young players (26 and less) learn more easily than older players.

• There is no set time it takes to get rated at a new position, but generally, 40-50 games is considered
typical. It is possible that a player may NEVER get rated at a position.  If a player does get the rating, it is
generally at a lower level than his current position rating, often the worst rating (”1”).  There is also the
possibility that the training could hurt his rating at his old position!

• This is the order of the easiest “career path”: SS-2B-CF-3B-RF-LF-1B.
• It is easier for a player to learn a new position if it is to the right of his current position along this

scale.
• It is harder for a player to learn a new position if it is to the left     of his current position along this

scale. Moving more than one position to the left is even more difficult.  For instance, trying to train
a first baseman at shortstop is virtually doomed to failure, while the opposite is fairly easy.

• Note that Catcher is considered a special position that is extremely difficult to train at (virtually
impossible in the Majors), and is not even listed on the scale above. Catchers can be trained at other
positions, though, typically at left and right field, or first and third base.

• It is possible to train pitchers at fielding positions, but very, very difficult to actually achieve it.

• Be sure to take a player's Arm Rating into account before training them at a new position.  For example,
you want a thirdbaseman to have a strong arm!  (Refer to the table in Section A7: Fielding Ratings.)

• There are several “natural groups” of positions that a player could be trained to play. Suggestions:

• Outfielder: LF, CF, RF.
• Infielder: 1B, 2B, SS, 3B. 
• Utility Infielder: 2B, SS, 3B. 
• Middle Infielder: 2B, SS. 
• Corner Infielder: 1B, 3B. 
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[D] Injuries and Fatigue
Players can be injured over the course of a season. If a player will require 15 days or more to heal/recover,
it is recommended to place him on the Disabled List (D/L).  This will make room on your 25-man Major
League Roster for you to bring up a player from the Minors (or sign a free agent, or trade for a player) to fill
in for him.  Once the original player is healthy, he can be removed from the D/L and returned to the Major
League team.

The longer it takes for a player to heal, the greater the chance that his Overall Ratings will suffer.

Players who play every day, day in and day out, can become tired and their performance can suffer.   They
should occasionally be given rests.  Setting up a Depth Chart and Pitching Rotation (see below) will help to
prevent fatigue.

Career-Ending Injuries: If you release the player, you have to take the hit for the rest of his contract. If you
put him on the DL, he will retire at the end of the season and you only have to pay him for the rest of that
year.

[E] Depth Charts
It is recommended that you set up a Depth Chart to indicate which fielders play how often at which position
(s).  This not only gives your starting players an occasional rest, but also gives your backups some playing
time to keep their skills from getting rusty.  This chart will tell the game's AI how to use your players.

Example Depth Chart:

Catcher: Joe Able (Regular), Joe Baker(17%)
First Base: Charlie Tuna(Regular), Doug Delta(2%), Echo Erikson(1%)
Second Base: Ferd Foxtrot(Regular), Ferd Gulf(8%)
Third base: Harry Hotel(Regular), Irving India(9%), Echo Erikson(1%)
Shortstop: Juliet Jones(Regular), Kyle Kilo(4%)
Left Field: Larry Lima(Regular), Mike Miller(11%)
Center Field: Noodles November(Regular), Mike Miller(2%)
Right Field: Oscar O'Conner(Regular), Mike Miller(6%)
Designated Hitter: Papa Peters(Regular), Frenchy Quebec(7%)

Notes:
• Each position mut be covered.
• Players may be assigned to more than one position, but don't assign them a total of more than 100%

playing time.
• As many players as you have can be assigned to a given position (even if they aren't trained at it).
• The percentages indicates how many games a player will start. For example, a player set to 20% will

only start every 5th game. (Actually the game gives him a 20% chance of starting each game.)
• Players listed as 0% will sub if, and only if, the primary player is tired or injured, unless of course, you

also have him listed as a defensive backup.
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[F] Lineups
Batting lineups can be set for each of the following situations:

• vs Right-Handed Pitching (no DH rule)
• vs Right-Handed Pitching (with DH rule)
• vs Left-Handed Pitching (no DH rule)
• vs Left-Handed Pitching (with DH rule)

[G] Pitching Rotations and Roles
Pitchers can be assigned to the following roles:

You can have up to 5 starters in your rotation (4- and 5-man rotations are the norm, except in post-season
games where 3-man rotations are often used):
• Starter-1
• Starter-2
• Starter-3
• Starter-4
• Starter-5

You may assign an optional starter who pitches instead of the last man in your starting rotation:
• Spot Starter (Also provide the percentage of times that he will start.)

Mop Up relievers are used in blowout situations when you are far ahead or behind your opponent:
• Mop Up Reliever-1
• Mop Up Reliever-2
• Mop Up Reliever-3

Middle Relievers are generally used before the 7th inning:
• Middle Reliever-1
• Middle Reliever-2
• Middle Reliever-3
• Middle Reliever-4

Setup Relievers are generally used during the 7th inning and later in close games:
• Set Up Reliever-1
• Set Up Reliever-2

Closers are used to maintain leads in the last inning or two of a game:
• Closer

Note that Relief pitchers may be assigned to more than one role.
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[H] Minor Leagues
When the computer manages the Minor Leagues, age seems to be the primary factor it uses when
assigning/recommending players for promotion/demotion.

When manually managing the Minor Leagues, promote/demote based on scout (OOTP Team Page E-mail)
and minor league managers (OOTP “Minor Leagues”) recommendations.  Their recommendations are
generally good, but can sometimes be wrong; check the player's game stats for verification.

You can add players to your Minor League teams by:

• Demoting a Major League Player. 
Be aware that if a player on your Major League team has a salary of over $300,000, he will have
to go thru the waiver process before you can send him to the Minors.  This gives other Owners a
chance to claim the player.  Players making an even $300,000 are exempt from this process.

• Promoting/demoting a player from another of your Minor League teams.

• Trading for a player*.

• Signing a Free Agent*.

• Drafting a player in the Amateur Draft*.

*Note: All incoming players, whether by trade, free agent signing, or draft, are automatically
assigned to the minor leagues (usually AAA), from which they can be re-assigned.

You can remove players from your Minor League teams by:

• Promoting a player to the Majors.

• Promoting/demoting a player to another of your Minor League teams.

• Trading a player.

• Releasing a player (who then becomes a Free Agent).
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Roster sizes:

There are advantages and disadvantages to maintaining large Minor League teams.

Advantages:
• You have a greater chance of having several players handy to send to them Majors to

replaced injured or traded players.
• You have a better chance of lucking onto a hidden gem; a low-rated player that turns out

to be great.

Disadvantages:
• Your young players' development will be slowed because they aren't getting enough

playing time.
• Your mature players' skills will get rusty and decline because they aren't getting enough

playing time.

It is suggested that having 20-22 players maximum on your Minor League teams is best.  That
equates to 8 position players (1 per position) and 10 pitchers (5 starters and 5 relievers) along with
a limited number of “spares” (who will get playing time as DHs, spot starters, or extra relievers).

You do not have to have a player at every position or role in the Minors!  Any empty slot is assumed
to be filled by non-roster, no-future players with whom you are not concerned.

It is sometimes a good idea to sign mediocre or even poor players to fill in slots where you have 
openings: You might get lucky and find an unheralded future star.  You can always release them
later if they are blocking a better player's development.

Another option is to leave a position open; if you have extra players at other positions, the computer
will start training one of them at the empty position.

You can control the following in the Minor Leagues:

• Promotions/Demotions - Watch your scouts' recommendations on the OOTP Team Minor
Leagues web pages to give you advice as to whether to promote/demote players.

• Pitching roles - You can assign pitchers to roles as you do in the Majors.  This way you can
make sure that the pitchers you want to be used are getting playing time.

• Position lineups - You can only set the starting player at each position in the Minors. This lineup
also acts as the Minor League's Depth Chart.

Note: When the computer is manging the Minors, if there are more players than needed for a
given position on a given team, it will play the older players on a regular basis, while the younger
players sit out a lot.  This is a strong reason for managing your Minor League position lineups,
especially if the younger players are your best prospects.
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[I] Trading / Signing Free Agents
• When looking for young prospects to help you in the FUTURE:

1. Go for high “Blue Star” Ratings.
2. Go for high Talent Ratings.
3. Don't let low Overall numbers scare you off; he'll develop those over time.

• When looking for veteran players who can help you in the big leagues NOW:

1. Go for acceptable Overall Ratings.
2. High Talent Ratings are nice for the long-term, but not needed for short-term.
3. Don't let a low “Gold Star” rating scare you off; there may be several players having excellent

years at that position, making this guy look bad when he isn't.

Be sure to check the development history of the players you are considering!

A Major League "one year contract" is actually a "one season contract": Players signed near the end of the
year will still become free agents at the end of the year. 

[J] Salaries
Salaries in a nutshell:

• Minor League: Doesn't count against the club finances. These Minor League contracts are for 6
years.

• Miniumum Major League: Starts the minute you first promote a Minor Leaguer. You can
automatically re-sign the player for 3 years. (You will see "Automatic Resign" on the Salary
Report.) After that, they become eligible for salary arbitration. It doesn't matter if you call them
up at the beginning of the season or during the roster expansion in September, that counts as
Year 1. 

• Arbitration: For the next 3 years, you can keep the player, but his salary is set by the game's
arbiter. So, each year you can decide to release him, accept the arbiter's decision on salary, or
try to negotiate a regular multi-year contract, just like a regular Free Agent. 

• Free Agent: You negotiate with the player on how much you will pay him and for how long. They
have freedom to reject these offers. 

Extension: During the last year of a multi-year contract, you will see "Free agent after this
season!" on the Salary Report, and you can try to sign the player to an Extension. This works
just like signing him as a Free Agent. You offer an amount and number of years, and the player
decides to accept or reject it.

So, you have dibs on a player for 6 years (3 Minimum Major League + 3 Arbitration). Plus, you get first
crack at your free agents whose contracts are expiring.
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[K] Contract Negotiations
When you open negotiations with the soon-to-be free agent, he will respond with one of the following:

A specific contract demand. (for $$$ and # of years).
Usually a player will sign for slightly less money, or a year or two less than what he is requesting.
Sometime, however, he will only accept the full terms of his demand. 

"Let me hear your offer."
The player gives you no clue as to what he will sign for.  

To get a ballpark idea of what to offer him:
Check out other players with similar ratings at the same position and near him in age and see what
they are currently making.  Check  whether or not the player you are comparing was signed via free
agency or an extension.  (Players will usually get more in free agency than they would if they signed
an extension. An easy way to find out is free agency contracts signed are noted in the player history,
while extensions are not.) 

"I want to test free agency."
 Although they say that, they will still be willing to sign an extension. Use the same process described
above to get an idea of where to start your offers. 

"I want to play for a winning team next year".
You'll see this response if the player has a strong desire to play for a winner (although others who
don't care will sometimes give this response as well) and your team is currently under .500. If this is a
player you want to sign, you'll have to wait until your team's record climbs above .500 and sign him
immediately.

Negotiation Strategies

No need to rush to any decisions. There are some instances, however, where it would be advantageous to
go ahead and negotiate an extension right away. 

- If your team currently has a winning record and the player you want to resign has a strong desire to play
for a winner, you might want to go ahead and sign him. Should your team falter and have a losing record
later on, the player may not want to resign. 

- If a player is eligible for free agency (not arbitration) but is still young enough (generally 25 or under) that
further development during the season is possible. If the ratings go up, so will the demands. 

Otherwise, it's generally best to do your negotiating later on in the year, if not at the very end of the year.
The AI will be done signing extensions, and you can se exactly what talent will be available in next year's
free agent market. Also, players are more likely to make specific demands rather than just asking to "hear
your offer". Additionally, if your team makes the playoffs or wins the championship, occasionally a player will
lower his demands in order to remain a part of your winning organization. Plus, you'll have another season's
full performance to help you evaluate whether or not the player is meeting your expectations. Furthermore,
you'll know exactly how much money you made or lost this season, and will be able to more accurately
predict next year's revenues. Finally, you'll have a better idea which youngsters in your minor league system
will be ready to "make the jump" offering quality at a budget price.
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[L] Season End / Off Season / Spring Training
1. Minor Leagues stop playing at 138 games (when the Major League rosters can expand to 40 players).

2. Rosters go back to 25 players immediately after the regular season's end. They are 25 for the playoffs.

3. There are 2 days off before the playoffs.

4. After the playoffs, your roster stays exactly the same (with anyone you had on the DL still there), except
for the loss of the new Free Agents.

5. Next comes Free Agent signings. It runs for 30 days. We will skip the first 26 days, and only run the last
five. Everyone puts in their bids, then gets e-mail from players they bid on with info like "I like your offer" or
"I'm leaning towards the offer from Carrock".

6. Next comes the Amateur Draft with five rounds.

7. Next comes Spring Training. Here's the way it works:

Each hitter has 5 points each in Contact Hitting, Power Hitting, Strike Zone Judgement, and Defense.

Each pitcher has 5 points in each category of Pure Stuff, Pitching Velocity, Pitching Control, and
Stamina.

If you do nothing, they will spend Spring Training trying to improve upon all skills equally. But if you
take a hitter, for example, and want him to concentrate on Power more than on Contact, you take
away Contact points and give them to Power. The hitter will then spend the spring trying harder to hit
for power than for Contact. You can take away points from any category and give them to another.

If you want the player to learn a new position, you need to take away 5 points from the categories
and give them to "Learn New Position." 

Once you have set all the points for all your players, I hit the "Run Spring Training" button. You cannot
stop in the middle.

5 points doesn't guarantee anything. You must have 5 points from reducing other skill
concentrations in order to select "Learn Position". All skills start at 5 points, so that is normal.
To increase a skill you have to find a balance between taking away from one skill to work on
another.

When Spring Training is done, you will see how your players did on your normal Player Development
Report, including whether they were successful at learning the new position (not guaranteed).

8. Then the new season starts!
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[M] Key Date/Period Timelines

In Season:
Date In-Season Event Notes

April 1st Opening Day ML rosters to 25 max.

April 1st Contract Extensions allowed Can be signed any time up until the last day
of the regular season.

All-Star Break Change Ticket Prices allowed Ticket prices can only be changed during
the off-season and at the All-Star Break.

June 30th All-Star Game
July 31st Trading Deadline No further trading until Off-Season.
August 31st Minor League Season ends
September 1st Roster  Expansion ML rosters to 40 max.
Post-Season Playoffs / World Series ML rosters to 25 max.

Teams that make the playoffs may change
ticket prices.

Last Day of
Season

Contract Extension deadline
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Off Season:
Date Off-Season Event Notes

Season Ends Contracts ending this year
expire. Arbitrated salaries take
effect.

Eligible players become Free
Agents. Players in Salary Arbitration
are automatically re-signed.
Release any unwanted players prior
to this or they'll be re-signed.

Off-Season Trading Allowed Trading is allowed again until next
year's July 31st Trading Deadline.

Off-Season Stadium Construction
completed

New stadium construction begun
last off-season is completed.

Off-Season “5-Day Bidding Period” for 
Free Agents.

During this period, Free Agents will
consider   contract offers up to the
point they sign a contract.  (They
may sign before the 5 days are up.)

Off-Season “Supplemental” Free Agent
signings allowed.

A team may try to sign up to 2
players remaining unsigned on the
list. 24-hours prior to Spring
Training, anyone claiming a player
will get that player at his requested
salary (even if it's Minor League). If
2 or more teams ask for the same
player, he will go to the team
offering the most total money. If 2 or
more teams offer the same amount
of money, he will go to the team
with worst record last season that
has not already picked up a player
in this manner. (See rule 5.02, In-
Season Free Agency)

Off-Season Amateur Draft Usually held live via Instant
Messenger chat, but you can submit
a list of preferred picks.

Off-Season Change Ticket Prices allowed Ticket prices can only be changed
during the off-season, at the All-Star
Break and (if you made the playoffs)
right before the playoffs.

Off-Season Stadium Renovations Stadium renovations can occur any
time during the off-season.

March Spring Training Learn new roles.
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Promotion Days

Promotions are special event days that are designed to attract more fans to the ballpark. They can help
you in two ways:

• Earn you more money by higher attendance at that particular game.  Since weekend games
generally draw good-sized crowds anyway, it may be a good idea to schedule promotions for
lightly-attended middle-of-the-week games.

• Increase your fan interest and thus higher attendance for future games. This can happen if you
win the game on the promotion day.  Thus you may want to consider planning promotions on the
days that your better pitchers are starting, or those days that you think your pitcher is better than
your opponent's pitcher.

Obviously, promotions are only scheduled during home games.  
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[N] Manager Tendencies
You can customize your team management behavior in the following categories:

Category Task Sliding Scale Default
Team

Offensive
“ Stealing Less(0) thru More(10) Average (5)

“ Hit & Run Less(0) thru More(10) Average (5)

“ Sac Bunt Less(0) thru More(10) Average (5)

“ Squeeze Bunt Less(0) thru More(10) Average (5)

“ Bunt for Hit Less(0) thru More(10) Average (5)

“ Pinch Hit Position Players Less(0) thru More(10) Average (5)

“ Pinch Run Less(0) thru More(10) Average (5)

Team
Defensive

“ Pull Starting Pitchers Quick(0) thru Slow(10) Average (5)

“ Pull Relief Pitchers Quick(0) thru Slow(10) Average (5)

“ Pitch Around Less(0) thru More(10) Average (5)

“ Intentional Walk Less(0) thru More(10) Average (5)

“ Favor Lefty/Lefty Match up Less(0) thru More(10) Average (5)

“ Guard Lines Early(0) thru Later(10) Average (5)

“ Play Infield/Corners In Early(0) thru Later(10) Average (5)

Individual
Player

“ Stealing Less(0) thru More(10) Average (5)

“ Sacrifice Bunt Less(0) thru More(10) Average (5)

“ Bunt for hit Less(0) thru More(10) Average (5)

“ Pinch Hit for him "Pinch hit for if necessary" or 
"Never pinch hit for this player"

"Pinch hit for if necessary"

Individual
Pitcher

“ Maximum Pitch Count "No pitch count" or 
"Enter number of pitches"

"No pitch count"

“ Individual Hook Setting Quick(0) thru Slow(10) Average (5)
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[O] Ballparks
These are the default stats for the standard park that everyone starts out with (EVERYTHING is editable,
other choices in parentheses):

Ballpark Name: Old League Park
Type: Open Ballpark (Dome or Retractable Roof)
Surface: Grass (Turf)
Capacity: 45,000

Ballpark Factors   (100=Average):  
Doubles = 100
Triples = 100
AVG of RHB HR = 100
HR of RHB = 100
AVG of LHB HR = 100
HR of LHB = 100

Outfield Dimensions:
Leftfield Line = 330 ft
Leftfield = 350 ft
Left-Centerfield = 375 ft
Centerfield = 400 ft
Right-Centerfield = 375 ft
Rightfield = 350 ft
Rightfield Line = 330 ft

Wall Heights:
Leftfield Line = 9 ft
Leftfield = 9 ft
Left-Centerfield = 9 ft
Centerfield = 9 ft
Right-Centerfield = 9 ft
Rightfield = 9 ft
Rightfield Line = 9 ft

Weather Data:
MAR/APR Temp = 65, Rain = 4%
MAY Temp = 76, Rain = 5%
JUN Temp = 83, Rain = 4%
JUL Temp = 88, Rain = 4%
AUG Temp = 85, Rain = 4%
SEP Temp = 79, Rain = 3%
OCT/NOV Temp = 64, Rain = 3%
Average Wind = 9 Mph
Avg. Wind Direction = Right-to-Left (Out to Left, Out to Center, Out to
Right, Left-to-Right, In from Left, In from Center, In from Right)

You can also set up a JPG for the field picture.
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[Appendix A] Game Statistics
Part One: Standings and Box Scores 
STANDINGS 
The Main Stats Page for the league shows the current standings in the championship race. Each team is
listed according to its position in the standings for its division. The following abbreviations are used: 

W = Wins 
L = Losses 
PCT = Winning percentage [W / Total Games] 
GB = Games Back [The difference between the leader and the team listed, calculated as: (Leader Wins -
Team Wins) + (Leader Losses - Team Losses) / 2] 
Pyt.Rec = Pythagorean Record [A statistical estimation of how the team should have performed based on
squaring the number of runs scored (RS) and runs allowed (RA), calculated as: (RS^2)/((RS^2+RA^2).
There is a slightly more accurate version that uses 1.83 instead of 2 as the factor.] 
Diff = The difference between Pythagorean wins and actual wins. 
Home = Home won-lost record 
Away = Away won-lost record 
XInn = Extra inning games won-lost record 
1Run = Won-Lost record in games decided by one run 
M# = Magic Number [The number of wins by the leading team and/or losses by the other teams to
guarantee the leader will win the division.] 
Streak = The current number of games Won or Lost in a row. 
Last10 = Won-Lost record in the last 10 games. 

BOX SCORES 
The box score is the snapshot of everything that happened in a game. Each contains the following sections: 

Line Score 
At the top of the page, there is a line score showing the number of runs scored by each team each inning
and the final Runs, Hits and Error totals. 

Batting Stats 
Each player for the visiting team is listed in the order in which they batted during the game and at what
position they played (PH is for Pinch Hitter, PR signifies a pinch runner). The player's total At-Bats
(AB), Runs, Hits, Runs Batted In (RBI), Walks (BB), Strikeouts (K) and Batting Average (AVG) are
shown, as well as his season totals in Homeruns (HR) and RBI's. 

A Batting Highlights section below the player numbers shows significant events, like who got Doubles,
Triples, Homeruns, etc. The player's name will be listed with their season total in parentheses.
Additionally, for homeruns, the inning in which it was hit, the pitcher who gave it up, the number of
runners on base and the number of outs at the time will be listed. If a player got more than one of that
type in the game, the number will appear after the name, but before the season totals (e.g., Homeruns:
G. Goramir 3 (6, 3rd inning off Sunday, 3 on, 2 out, 6th inning off Sunday, 0 on, 0 out, 9th inning off
Elril-Galith, 2 on, 0 out.)) 

Next comes a Fielding Highlights section showing which players made errors, including their season
totals. 
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The above information is then shown for the Home Team. 

Pitching Stats 
The pitchers are listed in the order that they appeared in the game. The winning pitcher will have a W
beside his name. The loser will have an L. Other designations are: 

S = Save [A pitcher earns a Save if he finishes the game won by his team, does not receive the win
and either enters the game with a lead of no more than three runs and pitches at least one inning,
enters the game with the tying run either on base, at bat, or on deck, or pitches effectively for at least
three innings.] 

H = Hold [A pitcher earns a Hold if he preserves the lead by not allowing any runs (earned or unearned)
and passes it on to another pitcher for a save opportunity.] 

The number of Innings Pitched (IP), Hits Allowed (H), Runs Allowed (R), Earned Runs Allowed (ER),
Walks (BB), Strikeouts (K), Pitches Thrown (PI), Pitches Thrown for Strikes (PS) and Earned Run
Average (ERA) are shown, follwed by the won-loss record and/or number of saves for the season. 

Below the individual pitchers' lines is a section showing the number of Batters Faced by each pitcher,
their Ground Balls-Fly Balls ratio and the Game Score for the starting pitcher. 

Game Score is an advanced pitching statistic developed by Bill James of STATS, Inc., used to
measure how dominant a pitcher performed in each game he pitched. It is calculated by the formula: 

50 + (3 x Innings Pitched) - 2 x (Hits + Runs + Errors) - Walks + Strikeouts + (+2 divided by each full
inning completed beyond the 4th inning) 

Game Info 
General information about the game is shown, including the Time (how long it took to play), Attendance
(including the stadium name and capacity), Weather, Player of the Game and any special Game Notes.
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Part Two: Clubhouse Reports 

Each team has a clubhouse report page that consists of the following sections: 

TEAM STATS & INFO 
Basic information about the team is displayed. 

Manager: Manager name 
Record: Won-Lost record and winning percentage 
Home Record: Won-Lost record in home games 
Away Record: Won-Lost record in away games 
1 Run Games Record: Won-Lost record in games decided by 1 run 
X-Innings Record: Won-Lost record in games that went beyond 9 innings 
Record vs LHP: Won-Lost record against left-handed pitchers 
Record vs RHP: Won-Lost record against right-handed pitchers 
Payroll: Total team salaries with the ranking compared to other teams in parentheses 
Fan Interest: Current gauge of fan interest in the team on a scale of 1-100 with the ranking compared
to other teams in parentheses 
Batting AVG: Team batting average (Rank) 
Homeruns: Team homeruns total (Rank) 
Walks: Team walks total (Rank) 
Stolen Bases: Team stolen bases total (Rank) 
Runs Scored: Team runs scored total (Rank) 
Pitching ERA: Team earned run average (Rank) 
Opponents AVG: Batting average of all opponents in games played (Rank) 
HRs Allowed: Homeruns allowed total (Rank) 
Walks Allowed: Walks allowed total (Rank) 
Runs Allowed: Runs allowed total (Rank) 

REPORTS & NEWS 
Several reports detailing player statistics and team transactions and news are listed here. These will be
addressed in detail in later posts. 

ACTIVE ROSTER 
All of the players on the current active roster are listed by primary fielding position. Each player is listed
with his jersey number (#), Position, Birthday, batting hand (Bats) and throwing hand (Throws). 

Hitting Stats 
Listed for each hitter is his current batting average (AVG), homeruns (HR), runs batted in (RBI), stolen
bases (SB) and OPS. 

OPS is On-Base Plus Slugging (OBP + SA) and is often used as an index for rating an overall
player's performance and production versus his fellow players. The formula above requires the use
and understanding of two others On-Base Percentage (OBP) and Slugging Average (SA). 

OBP = On-Base Percentage [The percentage of times a player reaches any base, calculated as
(Hits + Walks + Hit-By-Pitch) / (At Bats + Walks+ Hit-By-Pitch + Sac Flys)] 

SA = Slugging Average [Total bases per at-bat, calculated as the Number of (Singles + [2 x
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Doubles] +[ 3 x Triples] + [4 x Home Runs]) divided by At Bats.] 

Pitching Stats 
Listed for each pitcher is his current earned run average (ERA), Wins, Losses, Saves and WHIP. 

WHIP = Walks and Hits per Innings Pitched, calculated as (Hits + Walks) divided by Innings Pitched

TIRED POSITION PLAYERS 
A listing of players that need to rest. 

INJURIES & DISABLED LIST 
Each injured player from the major AND minor league rosters is listed along with their Status (OUT or
Day-to-Day with percent effectiveness), Recovery Time, Time on DL Left and Diagnosis. 

LINEUPS 
Team batting order versus right-handed (RHP) and left-handed (LHP) with and without the designated
hitter rule (DH). 

PITCHING STAFF 
The pitching staff is listed according to the roles each pitcher plays (Starter, Mopup Reliever, Middle
Reliever, Setup Reliever or Closer). Note that a pitcher may appear in more than one role. 

E-MAIL MESSAGES 
Messages from players, scouts and the PR department show up here.
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Part Three: Team Batting Stats Report 

Each player is listed with their statistical totals Overall. Additionally, basic totals are shown vs LHP, vs RHP, at
Home, Away, in Close/Late Situations, with Runners in Scoring Position, when Pinch Hitting, This Week, Last
Week, and Monthly. 

G = Games played 
AB = At-bats 
H = Hits 
2B = Doubles 
3B = Triples 
HR = Homeruns 
RBI = Runs batted in 
R = Runs scored 
BB = Walks 
K = Strikeouts 
AVG = Batting average (H / AB) 
OBP = On-base percentage ((H + BB + HP) / (AB + BB + HP + SF)) 
SLG = Slugging average ((Singles + [2 x Doubles] +[ 3 x Triples] + [4 x Home Runs]) / AB) [Also can be
calculated as TB/AB] 
GS = Games started 
PA = Plate appearances (AB + BB + HP + SH + SF + Times Reached on Defensive Interference) 
HP = Hit by pitch 
IW = Intentional walks 
CI = Catcher's interference 
GDP = Grounded into double-play 
SH = Sacrifice hit 
SF = Sacrifice fly 
TB = Total bases 
EBH = Extra-base hits 
SB = Stolen bases 
CS = Caught stealing 
SB% = Stolen base percentage (SB/ (SB+CS)) 
RC = Runs created (OBP + TB) 
RC/27 = Runs created per game, or 27 outs ((RC/Outs)*27) 
TA = Total average ((TB+SB+BB+HPB-CS)/((AB-H)+(CS+GDP))) 
ISO - Isolated power (SA - AVG) 
OBP = On-base percentage (see above) 
SLG = Slugging average (see above) 
OPS = On-base plus slugging (OPS + SA)
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Part Four: Team Pitching Stats Report 
Each player is listed with their statistical totals Overall, plus key statistics are shown vs LHB, vs RHB, at
Home, on the Road, This Week, Last Week, and Monthly. 

G = Games 
GS = Games started 
W = Wins 
L = Losses 
SV = Saves 
ERA = Earned run average ((ER*9)/IP) 
IP = Innings pitched 
HA = Hits against (how many hits he gave up) 
R = Runs 
ER = Earned runs 
BB = Walks 
K = Strikeouts 
CG = Complete games 
CG% = Complete games percentage (CG / GS) 
SHO = Shutouts 
QS = Quality starts (A start in which the pitcher pitches at least six innings and allows no more than three
runs) 
QS% = Quality starts percentage (QS / GS) 
SVO = Save opportunities (The number of times a pitcher entered a game in which he did not start and his
team had a lead of no more than three runs with the tying run either on base, at bat, or on deck.) 
BS = Blown save (The number of times a pitcher entered a game in which he had a save opportunity and
gave up the tying or go-ahead run) 
SV% = Save percentage (SV / SVO) 
RA = ERA plus, or Normalized ERA (League ERA / ERA) 
GF = Ground/Fly ball ratio 
ERC = Component ERA (A complicated formula designed to more closely track pitcher performance than
regular ERA. A full explanation is found HERE. 
R/9 = Runs per 9 innings 
H/9 = Hits per 9 innings 
K/9 = Strikeouts per 9 innings 
BB/9 = Walks per 9 innings 
RL = Runners left on base 
RLS = Runners left in scoring position 
RLS% = Runners left in scoring position percentage (RLS / RL) 
IR = Inherited runners 
IRS = Inherited runners scoring 
IRS% = Inherited runners scoring percentage (IRS / IR)
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Part Five: Team Pitching Stats Report 
Each player is listed with their statistical totals by Position. 

G = Games played 
GS = Games started 
PO = Putouts 
A = Assists 
DP = Double plays 
TC = Total chances (PO + A + E) 
E = Errors 
PCT = Fielding percentage ((PO + A) / TC) 
INN = Innings playing defense 
RANGE = Range factor ((PO + A) x 9) / INN)) 

For catchers, additional stats are kept: 

PB = Passed balls 
RSTA = Runners stolen base attempts 
RTO = Runners thrown out 
RTO% = Runners thrown out percentage (RTO / RSTA)
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